The travel plan of

SHORYUDO
《Feel the Heart of Japan》
n Produce by：SEIKI CO.,LTD
n HIS Group

Charm of SHORYUDO（worth to come）
Deep experience

Historic & symbolic

Be different from Tokyo and Osaka,

The world-famous view, the

this route will make you immersed

ancient buildings and handicraft

in the stories of Japan

Characteristic meals

A
Far from the Madding Crowd
Far from the noisy of downtown,

B

Preferential price
Air ticket, hotel, the price is way

get relaxed. There are not many

lower than others

tour groups also.

C

D

D1

D2

D3

Schedule
D4

D5

D6

Nagoya in
Hotel：Gifu gero area（hotel with hot spring）

Gero-Shirakawago-Takayama
Hotel：Takayama area

Takayama-Kanazawa-Fukui
Hotel：Fukui area

Fukui-Nagoya
Hotel：Nagoya area

Nagoya free day
Hotel：Nagoya area

Nagoya out
home

B：×
L：×
D：H

Guide：○
Bus：○

Experience&DIY

Kimono
experience

B：H
L：○
D：○

Guide：○
Bus：○

B：H
L：○
D：○

Guide：○
Bus：○

Gold-leafing

B：H
L：○
D：○

Guide：○
Bus：○

Washi
experience

B：H
L：○
D：○

Guide：×
Bus：×

B：H
L：×
D：×

Guide：○
Bus：○

Hida beef

Experience

Detail of DAY 2 for example
Old town&
Kimono experience
has been beautifully
preserved with many
buildings and whole streets
of houses dating from the
Edo Period (1600-1868)

Ogimachi Castle

Hida Beef

Observation Deck

Hida-gyu, known as one of

You can get a view of the
whole Shirakawago here , get
your camera ready.

the finest quality varieties of
beef, meets every standard,
and is of the highest quality
in marbling, luster, color,
texture and smell.

Detail of DAY 3 for example

The 21st

Higashi Chaya

Century Museum
It exhibits works of

the Higashi Chaya District

acclaimed contemporary
artists from Japan and all

(Higashi Chayagai) is the
largest and by far the

over the world, and is

most interesting.

among Japan's most
popular art museums.

Kenrokuen
is justifiably
classified as one of
Japan's "three
most beautiful
landscape
gardens"

Gold-leafing
Experience
You can choose from
our various offers to
suit your budget and
time - those who
want the real things
can make crafts with
real gold and silver
leaves

Personal Customization

A

Your request

Design

Tell us about your expections.

We will design one route for

C

We will 24h stand by from

you with our professional
suggestion.

In order to have one

your arriving to back your
country.

satisfiable plan , we will do
our best to arrange a plan

Have a good trip

Feedback&upgrade

due to your requests.

B
D

To make your trip satisfied
Insist on High Cost Performance, convenient location, good
condition, better service..

Arranging car in good conditions, by our own bus company

Expert guide who can speak Japanese,English,Thai, Vietnamese…

Our staff stand by 24 hours, Japanese,English,Chinese,Vietnamese…

